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Extremely quick but  
controlled temperature ramp 
ups allow close control of the 
intermetallic thickness and 
in turn the brittleness of the 
joints. Very quick cool-down 
results in compact grain struc-
ture that translates to high 
mechanical robustness.

Localized but non-contact heating is ideal for soldering together 
interconnects between rigid to flex and flex to flex boards. As 
geometries for interconnects become more complex with smaller 
pitches, soldering with PulseForge tools provides an elegant and 
necessary solution. 

Digital Thermal Processing™ is an  

exciting new means of sustainably delivering 

applied energy for manufacturing. PulseForge 

Soldering Batch is a high-intensity pulsed light 

solution that erases traditional thermal process-

ing limitations and opens up exciting new possi-

bilities to build your most advanced innovations. 

PulseForge tools deliver localized, non-equi-

librium heating so there is no damage to heat-

sensitive substrates. The PulseForge Soldering 

Batch system is ideally suited for advanced R&D, 

process development, and pilot scale deploy-

ment, in applications such as aerospace, automo-

tive, AR/MR/VR, displays, photovoltaics, sensors, 

and wearables.

PulseForge tools enable you to: 

= Solder directly onto flexible, inexpensive 
and thermally sensitive substrates such as 
plastic, paper, or fabric 

= Solder directly onto curved surfaces 

= Solder sensitive components like regular 
batteries and sensors 

= Heat only targeted areas instead of 
volumetric heating 

Digital Thermal Processing™ is the greener solu-

tion for manufacturing that offers a significant 

improvement in capabilities. Once your process 

is validated you can go into production with the 

PulseForge Soldering In-Line tool. What could 

you build with a PulseForge tool?
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Tool Specifications
=	 Dimensions – (60 x 34 x 44) in inches

= Weight – 400kg

= Number of lamp drivers – 2

= Single flash illumination area – (3 x 12) in inches

= Power supply – 30kW

= Largest processing area – (12 x 9) in inches

= Adjustable stage height

= NIST traceable power output

= Fully water cooled for high duty cycle

Tool Performance
= Radiative heating – minimal air movement

= Average power delivery > 50W/cm2

= Photodiode output for pulse to pulse consistency 

Safety
= CE certification

= Safety interlocks on all access panels

= On-screen status indicators

= Accessible exhaust ports for process by-products 


